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Inspire the next generation of skilled
workers with us.



Kendra Shiells
Welder / 

H.D. Mechanic

Laura Cameron Natasha Wilting-Zsiak
Electrician Steamfitter/

Welder

The Team                
2024

Each of our journeys in the trades is unique. We want to
explore new and exciting ways to share our passion for the
skilled trades, while connecting with the younger
generations within our communities to engage them with
hands on activities that teach and encouraging them to
explore opportunities within the trades. 
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CUTTING MATERIAL

Our first step of this project was to design,
estimate, and gather all our materials. 
Soon after we started cutting and slowly
getting our puzzle pieces for the community
cupboard.

GETTING READY TO ASSEMBLE

Once we finished cutting every piece, we
made sure they all fit together! We had the
assistance of Paul Roberts, the owner of
Campbell Timber and Stone, to help with the
woodworking.

ASSEMBLY

This part went smoothly, thanks to the various
skilled trade workers we have on our team. It
was relatively easy to assemble, with only a
few bumps along the way.

GRAND REVEAL

Wow! The feeling is truly indescribable.
Knowing that those in need now have a place
to access essential supplies warms the heart.
I'm looking forward to creating more projects
like this in the future.

Community Cupboard                
2024
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COPPER IPAD/BOOKSTANDS
Creating a copper iPad stand not only results
in a stylish accessory but also develops
crucial life skills, including precision in
measurement, problem-solving, and attention
to detail. 
Thank you United Way, Catcoin, and Caring
Cats for funding this workshop.

STRING ART

String art is a creative and meditative project
using a wooden board, nails, and colorful
yarn. Outline a design, hammer the nails, and
weave yarn to form different images. This
visually striking activity fosters spatial
awareness, patience, and artistic expression,
resulting in unique and decorative pieces.

DRYWALL 101

Installing drywall is a hands-on project that
enhances precision and confidence. We
wanted to offer more skill based projects for
adults that they could use in their everyday
life.
Thank you Briggs Solutions for donating
material.

COPPER REINDEER

Our copper reindeer event was a family event.
While adults had the chance to test their
skills. The kids were busy making cookies and
shortly rushing to help their parents build
their reindeer

Fall Frenzie Workshops                
2024
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Previously sponsored by : United Way BC , Catcoin, Caring Cats, 
and Briggs Solutions



A D D  -  O N S  $ 2 5 0

Logo placement on our annual t-shirts
Display table of company swag at events (Swag must be
provided)

B R O N Z E  -  $ 2 0 0 0

 Logo placement on website,
along with link to your website.

1.

 Logo placement on event flyers
sponsored

2.

1-2 social media shoutouts3.

G O L D  -  $ 5 0 0 0

 Everything included in Silver1.
 Logo placement on banners at
future expos and events

2.

 Logo placement/ Company
mention in year end video

3.

Annual
P L A T I N U M  -  $ 1 0 , 0 0 0

 Everything included in Gold1.
 Workshop dedicated displaying
to your company, for example a
tour of your facility, hands-on
activity, or a special event.

2.

Annual

Semi-annual
S I L V E R  -  $ 3 5 0 0

 Everything included in Bronze1.
 2-3 social media shoutouts2.
 Logo placement on quarterly
newsletters/blog

3.

Semi-annual

S U P P L Y  S P O N S O R S H I P

 A dedicated social media post on all
socials

1.

Benefits can also be discuessed2.

Support us by sending us supplies
T O O L  S P O N S O R S H I P

 A dedicated social media post
on all socials

1.

Benefits can also be discuessed.2.

Support us by sending us tools.

Sponsorship
Opportunities

S I N G L E  E V E N T  -  $ 1 5 0 0

 Logo placement/ Company
advertisement on event flyer

1.

 One social media post2.
 Project of your choosing (Based
off of projects presented)

3.

Single day
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All sponsorships reset January 1st 2025


